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NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

The National Bureau of Standards 1 was established by an act of Congress March 3, 1901. Today,

in addition to serving as the Nation’s central measurement laboratory, the Bureau is a principal

focal point in the Federal Government for assuring maximum application of the physical and

engineering sciences to the advancement of technology in industry and commerce. To this end

the Bureau conducts research and provides central national services in four broad program

areas. These are: (1) basic measurements and standards. (2) materials measurements and

standards, (3) technological measurements and standards, and (4) transfer of technology.

The Bureau comprises the Institute for Basic Standards, the Institute for Materials Research, the

Institute for Applied Technology, the Center for Radiation Research, the Center for Computer

Sciences and Technology, and the Office for Information Programs.

THE INSTITUTE FOR BASIC STANDARDS provides the central basis within the United

States of a complete and consistent system of physical measurement; coordinates that system with

measurement systems of other nations; and furnishes essential services leading to accurate and

uniform physical measurements throughout the Nation’s scientific community, industry, and com-

merce. The Institute consists of an Office of Measurement Services and the following technical

divisions:

Applied Mathematics—Electricity—Metrology—Mechanics—Heat—Atomic and Molec-

ular Physics—Radio Physics -—Radio Engineering -—Time and Frequency -—Astro-

physics -—Cryogenics. 2

THE INSTITUTE FOR MATERIALS RESEARCH conducts materials research leading to im-

proved methods of measurement standards, and data on the properties of well-characterized

materials needed by industry, commerce, educational institutions, and Government; develops,

produces, and distributes standard reference materials; relates the physical and chemical prop-

erties of materials to their behavior and their interaction with their environments; and provides

advisory and research services to other Government agencies. The Institute consists of an Office

of Standard Reference Materials and the following divisions:

Analytical Chemistry—Polymers—Metallurgy—Inorganic Materials—Physical Chemistry.

THE INSTITUTE FOR APPLIED TECHNOLOGY provides technical services to promote

the use of available technology and to facilitate technological innovation in industry and Gov-

ernment; cooperates with public and private organizations in the development of technological

standards, and test methodologies; and provides advisory and research services for Federal, state,

and local government agencies. The Institute consists of the following technical divisions and

offices:

Engineering Standards—Weights and Measures— Invention and Innovation— Vehicle

Systems Research—Product Evaluation—Building Research—Instrument Shops—Meas-

urement Engineering—Electronic Technology—Technical Analysis.

THE CENTER FOR RADIATION RESEARCH engages in research, measurement, and ap-

plication of radiation to the solution of Bureau mission problems and the problems of other agen-

cies and institutions. The Center consists of the following divisions:

Reactor Radiation—Linac Radiation—Nuclear Radiation—Applied Radiation.

THE CENTER FOR COMPUTER SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY conducts research and

provides technical services designed to aid Government agencies in the selection, acquisition,

and effective use of automatic data processing equipment; and serves as the principal focus

for the development of Federal standards for automatic data processing equipment, techniques,

and computer languages. The Center consists of the following offices and divisions:

Information Processing Standards—Computer Information— Computer Services— Sys-

tems Development—Information Processing Technology.

THE OFFICE FOR INFORMATION PROGRAMS promotes optimum dissemination and

accessibility of scientific information generated within NBS and other agencies of the Federal

government; promotes the development of the National Standard Reference Data System and a

system of information analysis centers dealing with the broader aspects of the National Measure-

ment System, and provides appropriate services to ensure that the NBS staff has optimum ac-

cessibility to the scientific information of the world. The Office consists of the following

organizational units:

Office of Standard Reference Data—Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical

Information '—Office of Technical Information and Publications—Library—Office of

Public Information—Office of International Relations.

' Headquarters and Laboratories at Gaithersburg, Maryland, unless otherwise noted; mailing address Washington, D.C. 20234.

- Located at Boulder, Colorado 80302.
:t Located at 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22151.
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Review of Draft
on

"Fire-Resistive Standards for Materials of Construction"

Ind 51-04 - Scope

Suggested change--This section shall include standards applicable to various
types of fire-resistive construction-

Reason- -Some of the standards included herein are not fire-resistive standards-

However, the standards are applicable to fire-resistive construction.

Ind 51-041 - Definitions

(1) Automatic--Suggest changing the words "smoke density" to "combustion
products.

"

Reason--The term "combustion products" has a broader scope and allows for

a wider range of detection devices-

(2) Ceiling protection--Suggest deletion-

Reason- -Problems have arisen because people think a ceiling protection has
an intrinsic value separate from the construction itself- If it is defined,
we suggest it be defined as follows:

"The fire protection membrane suspended beneath the floor or

ceiling construction which, when included with the construction,
develops the fire-resistive rating for the overall assembly.

"

(6) Fire door- -Suggest deletion-

Reason--Fire doors do not exist per se; they only have meaning when they
are mounted in an assembly- This definition gives the idea that you can
have a fire door without giving consideration to the whole assembly- The
next item, fire door assembly, covers the definition-

(8) Fire-resistive classif ication--Suggest change to make the definition
consistent with that in ASTM Standard E176--as follows:

Fire-resistive classif ication- -a measure of the elapsed
time in hours during which a material or assembly continues
to exhibit fire resistance under specified conditions of

test and performance- As applied to elements of buildings,
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it is measured by the "Methods of Fire Test of Building
Construction and Materials", ASTM Designation E 1 1 9

;

"Methods of Fire Test of Door Assemblies", ASTM Designation
E152; or "Methods of Fire Test of Window Assemblies", ASTM
Designation E163-

(11) Fire-resistive protection- -Suggest change as follows:

An insulating material applied directly, attached to,

or suspended from a structural assembly, to contribute
to the fire-resistive classification of the overall
construction-

Reason--As indicated in (2) Ceiling Protection, we feel it important to

convey the idea that the fire protection is not valid as a separate item,

but only as part of the overall construction-

(13) Fire-retardant roof coverings--Suggest elimination of subparagraphs
a, b, and c and substitute:

Roof coverings are classified in accordance with ASTM
Standard E108 A, B, or C depending upon the severity
of the test exposure to which they are subjected.

(15) Fire window assembly--Suggest addition at the end of sentence as

follows

:

- • to give protection against the passage of flame,

in accordance with ASTM Standard E163-

(20) Non-combustible material--

Suggested change no- 1--Eliminate paragraph 3-

Suggested change no- 2 (alternate) --Eliminate definition (20) Non-
combustible Material and change definition (19) Non-combustible
Construction to read as follows:

An assembly such as a wall, roof or floor which will
not contribute more than 2,000 Btu/sq- ft- of projected
surface to the fire load of the building; nor shall any
item in the construction have a flame spread of greater
than 25-

Reason--The definition proposed for non-combustible material does not
satisfy the desired need and can be dangerous- The normal use of the
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definition in the code has been to define non-combustible constructions for

unlimited area fire-resistive types of construction- However, the accepted
concept has been that the material does not have to be completely noncom-
bustible- If we truly wanted non-combustible material then paragraph 1 of

the definition (20) would be adequate- ASTM E136 by itself adequately
measures the noncombustibility of materials. However, the desire of most
building code officials has been to have something of "low combustibility-"
For example, gypsum wallboard would not pass E136 but is considered to be

of low enough combustibility to be used in "non-combustible" construction-

Therefore, as a result of this semantic compromise; or misuse of the word
"non-combustible", the proposed three-part definition has been used- How-

ever, it should be pointed out that under part 3 of this definition fire-

retardant treated 3/4-inch plywood or fire-retardant treated plastics
could be classed as noncombustible- This not only represents an anomalous
situation but directly contravenes the concept of the code in calling for

non-combustible construction- For example, using the proposed three-part
definition one could build a floor using a steel-bar joist construction
with fire-retardant treated plywood over the top and have this qualify for

a non-combustible construction- As a more extreme example, one could
build a plastic structural member out of fire-retardant treated plastic
and have it qualify as a non-combustible member- We know of a recent case

where a building department was asked to classify a fire-retardant plastic
as noncombustible-

To preclude these undesirable situations, we have suggested
choices. The first choice--that of eliminating paragraph 3

def inition--allows a truer definition of noncombustible, as

to use it- If for some reason the building code official wi
other materials in non-combustible constructions, exception
the code; they can be used without trying to call obviously
materials noncombustible-

two alternative
from the

the code wishes
shes to use
can be made in

combustible

The second choice, which is our recommendation, comes closer to the concept
of what the code is trying to achieve--basical ly to eliminate the use of

combustible materials in certain assemblies- Also, the idea is to limit
the total amount of combustibles which can contribute to a major fire-

Therefore, we believe it is more logical to limit the total amount of

heat energy (Btu) in the construction, without attempting to define the
combustible or non-combustible material per se- The second definition,
as suggested, will allow for control of building construction without
trying to "define the undefinable- "
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Ind 51-042 - General Requirements

(l)(a) - Connection of Structural Members

Suggested change--The minimum fire-resistive protection of

a connection shall be equal to the maximum required for the
two members to which it is attached.

Reason- -Where beams frame into columns, the fire-resistive protection of

the column is quite often required to be 1 hour more than that of the beam-

The connection should therefore contain the same protection as for column*

(l)(b) - Suggested change--For structural components with a fire-resistive
rating obtained by a test conducted with restrained end, data on

the design of the structure shall be provided to show that the
supporting structure can provide external restraint.

Reason--In most cases the amount of restraint developed during a test is

undetermined, and therefore the requirement of designing a structure for

an unknown quantity is impossible to meet. The suggested change is less

specific and allows for engineering judgment*

As further comment, the requirement of designing for restraint becomes
even more questionable when one considers that the restraint provided for

a small beam in a test furnace is not necessarily the same as that required
for a large-scale beam on a 40-, 60- or 80-foot span* Is the restraint to

be scaled up in proportion to the cross-sectional area or if not, by what
other procedure?

Since restraint is so indeterminate, the last meeting of ASTM Committee E5
Sub I task group on beams agreed upon a new system for evaluating beam
performance- They have suggested a threefold requirement for beams tested
with restrained ends, as follows:

1. For beams tested under restrained conditions the beam shall

sustain the design load for the full rating required.

2* The temperatures in the steel part of the beam shall not
exceed the temperature limits given below for one-half the

desired rating and not less than 1 hour. The temperature
limits being as follows:

a. For structural steel, 1100° average on the section or

1300° maximum at an individual location*

b- For reinforcing bars, 1100° average.

c- For cold-drawn prestressing wire, 800 °F average-
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3* The supporting structure should be capable of providing
restraint-

These provisions have not yet been adopted by ASTM, but were agreeable to

all the building materials interest present and the code body representa-
tives at the meeting* We suggest that this provision may be a desirable
addition to (l)(b) of this draft*

(l)(c) - ASTM Standard Methods of Test

Suggest change to read "... * shall be accepted at this time and
reviewed every three years*

"

Reason--The test methods of ASTM have changed over the years as refinements
of fire test procedures have developed. For this reason, some of the tests
which were conducted in the past are no longer reproducible. These tests,

though they were valid tests at the time and are now listed for fire-
resistance ratings, are no longer valid. For this reason, it behooves the

State to eliminate the grandfather clause and start a review of the in-

valid ratings.

( 1 ) (d )
- Suggest change to read as follows:

The fire-resistive requirements for floors shall
be either Class A or Class B, as developed from
the ASTM Standard Test E119- For both Class A
and Class B fire-resistive floors the requirements
of the conditions of acceptance listed in Section
25a of the Standard shall be as given*

For Class A fire-resistive construction the require-
ments of 25b shall be as given. For Class B fire-
resistive requirements the conditions of acceptance
in Section 25b shall be met for one-half the required
fire endurance time but not less than 1 hour-

Reason--The concept which you have introduced in this section is an innova-
tion in this country which has great merit- We have attempted to put this

concept into more formal form* The temperature transmission requirements
of the section may be considered from two points of view:

1. Life safety and

2* Property containment-
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We have prepared figure 1 of this report to give some idea of the critical
time for the evacuation of a floor which would be subject to a fire exposure.
We have picked 180 °F as a limiting temperature- - to represent the maximum
temperature that could exist on a floor surface and yet allow a person to

rapidly pass over for evacuation- From the figure, a floor 3-1/2-inches
thick of Type I concrete, would allow an evacuation time of about 25 minutes
before the floor gets too hot to step over in the local area where the

direct fire exposure has occurred.

The other aspect of life safety has to do with fire-fighting personnel-
Since we have maintained the structural integrity of the floor for the full

rated period, there would not be any danger to fire-fighting personnel who
may have to attack a prolonged fire-

In regard to fire containment, we have searched the NFPA fire records and
other sources and find that there is essentially no recorded data of fire
transmission having occurred through a floor of an office building. This
may indicate that we are designing just right or overdesigning- -and our
judgment is that these floors have been overdesigned for temperature
transmission- The suggested change is conservative since it would require
a minimum of 1-hour temperature transmission requirements- -so that the
temperature could not be above an average value of approximately 325° at

the end of an hour regardless of the required rating. For a 3-hour fire-
resistive floor, it would take an hour and a half to reach this limit-

The only time where a fire might occur which would exceed this would be

in a heavily loaded warehouse, which can have a very large fire load- The
only two cases where we have been able to document fire spread by tempera-
ture transmission have both been in warehouse situations. Since a ware-
house may tend to be of unlimited fire loading, we believe that the Class
A or more restrictive containment provisions should be maintained.

For the institutional occupancy, since there can be some delay in

evacuation- -particularly in hospitals or jails, we suggest that the Class
A or more restrictive temperature transmission requirement might be main-
tained to allow more evacuation time if needed-

In view of the available data we would suggest that
ment for fire resistance could be applicable to all

except warehouse and institutional occupancies. In

construction we would estimate that this could resul
to 30 cents a square foot in cost.

The British in their new building code have further extended this concept
to exterior non-load bearing walls- This would require some extensive
revisions to other parts of the code in order to be effective and might
be considered for future revisions-

the Class B require-
types of constructions
case of office
t in savings of 10
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To supplement the above discussion we have added to table 2 extra columns
which would give the slab thicknesses required for Class B type of fire-

resistive constructions.

Comments on Table 2

To facilitate comments on table 2, the rows of structural components have
been numbered from 1 to 28, and the comments are ordered in this manner,
following general comments on the notes.

Note a

Suggested change--For Type 3 add to last sentence- -Includes sanded light-
weight concretes, not over 115 lb/ cu ft oven-dried density.

Reason--Most fire test data has been for lightweight concretes in the range
of 105 to 110 lb/ cu ft- We would consider 115 lb/cu ft the upper limit
for which the ratings are valid under Type 3 aggregate classification-

Note c

Suggested change--This note is technically incorrect and should be deleted-

The "U" value of the construction has no relationship at all to the fire

protection. The location of the insulation in respect to the fire exposure
and the specific heat of the overall construction are far more important
factors. If changes are made, there should be some justification for them

other than "U" factor equivalents.

Note d

Suggest elimination since we have included Class A and Class B requirements
for fire resistance.

Note k

Suggest elimination since suggested changes to table clearly delineate
simple and continuous span constructions. It will not be in rows 6 to

10 if it is continuous.

Note n

Suggest elimination for same reason as note k-

Suggested changes have been indicated on table 2 blueprint attached-
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Comments on Table 2 Changes

Row 1 - Columns

Suggested change--To provide for columns with minimum dimension of not
less than 10 inches and 120 square inch area.

Reason--The only available tests of reinforced concrete loaded columns
dates back to Bureau of Standards Technologic Paper No. 184 and No. 272-

The smallest column tests were 110 square inches round and square, about
13-1/2 inches diameter or 10-1/2 inches on a side. Present practice uses
higher strength concretes and higher load factors than we used at the
time of these tests. In the Ingberg test, the load factors were about
0-3 whereas current design practice uses load factors in the order of 0- 5-

That is present design allows for loading to a higher percentage of the

ultimate strength- The changes in design practice would lead to the con-

clusion that, if anything, the requirements for columns should be more
restrictive than those that were tested--in view of the well-known infor-
mation indicating that fire resistance is inversely proportional to the
load factor-

Row 2 - Girders

Suggested change applicable to rows 2, 3, 4 and 5* These rows should all

contain the words "continuous design" or "design for continuity. " The
reinforcing cover shown in these rows would only be valid if continuity
were present-

Suggested change--We have added an asterisk to the cover for Type 2

aggregates in row 2, to indicate that members for 3 and 4 hours using
Type 2 aggregates should have supplemental reinforcement of welded wire
fabric or rebars to prevent spalling-

Reason- -Certain types of siliceous aggregate are worse than others in

regard to spalling, but, in general, experience both with columns and

beams has indicated that siliceous aggregates tend to spall when the

cover over the reinforcing is of too great a depth- This spalling can

be prevented by use of supplemental reinforcing approximately 1 inch from
the face of the beam*

Row 3 and Row 4 - Concrete Joists and Slabs

Suggested change--Add a note to indicate that the definition of t
?

is

given in row 10-

For rows 3 and 4 we have also shown "t" requirements for the Class B

fire-resistive construction in additional columns.
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Row 5 - Walls and Partitions

Suggested change--The thicknesses required for the different ratings have
been changed as indicated.

Reason--We have changed these requirements to agree with those indicated in

the Fire Protection Handbook , Section 8, page 100* This data is less con-

servative than the data that Mr- Menzel developed at PCA several years ago-

However, we feel that it is the best data available- We believe that it is

more realistic than the thicknesses indicated.

Rows 6, 7, 8 and 9 - Concrete Beams and Joists

We would like to discuss these rows together*

Suggested change--For rows 7, 8 and 9 the slab thickness requirement would
be the same as indicated in rows 3 and 4 for both Class A and Class B

requirements.

Suggested change--Make rows 7, 8 and 9 the same as row 6 and show asterisk
on Type 2 aggregates for 4-, 3- and 2-hour fire-resistive requirements.

Reason--We do not believe there is any difference between the performance
of the beams in rows 6, 7, 8 and 9* They should all reflect the same

requirements. In addition, we believe that the Type 2 aggregates should
have supplemental reinforcing for the heavy covers indicated.

Field experience with fires has indicated that very thin webs, in the

range of 2 inches, are quite sensitive to spalling. Therefore, we also
question the 2-1/2-inch webs previously shown in row 9 as being inadequate
protection.

Row 10 - Concrete Slabs

Suggested change--Equivalent thickness equal to Total Concrete Area
divided by Width. Also add asterisks to indicate that listed precast
units may be used in lieu of the specified dimensions.

Comment --There is some unpublished data to indicate that 1-inch minimum
shell thickness on the fire side of a cored section may not be enough to

provide structural integrity. Therefore, it is also suggested that until
more data becomes available a minimum shell thickness of at least 1-1/4
inch or possibly 1-1/2 inch should be specified.

9



Rows 11 and 12 - Walls and Partitions

Suggest the same thicknesses as indicated in row 5*

Reason--The temperature transmission for an equivalent thickness of concrete
is the same regardless of whether the wall is bearing or nonbearing, or

reinforced or unreinforced concrete*

Row 14 - Steel Columns

Suggested change--Include statement limiting to 8 inches or larger columns.

Reason--This is consistent with table 8-7e of the Fire Protection Handbook *

The reasons indicated in row 1, namely that no data has been run since the

early 20' s, are applicable here* If 6-inch columns are to be included then
another column should be indicated with slightly higher covers as shown in

table 8-7e of the Fire Protection Handbook -

Row 15 - Steel Girders

Suggested change--Add 8 inch minimum flange width*

Reason--This is taken from table 8~7d of the Fire Protection Handbook and
is for beams with flanges of 8 inches or greater* For reasons given above,
these limitations should be maintained. Using the same table, the 1-1/2

shown for Type 2 should be 1-1/4 for 2 hours*

Row 17 - Concrete Joists and Waffles

Suggested change--The values indicated should be for Type 1 and Type 3

aggregates only*

Reason--This data is taken from the fire-resistance ratings of AIA on

page 46, and the listing as specifically indicated there is for limestone
concrete only*

Row 21 - Partitions

Suggested change- -Values indicated should all be moved over to show 1 hour
greater rating*

Reason- -These values are given on pages 127 and 131 of the fire-resistance
ratings published by AIA* They are all shown for 1 hour more than indicated
on the table. We presume this is a transcription error-
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Row 24 - Partitions

Suggested change--The indicated ratings should be increased by 1 hour- These
ratings are shown on pages 134 and 136 of the AIA fire-resistance ratings

and are given as 1 hour more than indicated on the table- Again, probably
a question of transcription error-

Row 25 - Wood Columns

Suggested change- -Minimum normal width of columns 12 by 12-

Reason--Data for wood columns is rather scarce. However, UL Research
Bulletin No- 13 indicates that a 12 by 12 column is required for a 1-hour

fire-resistive rating- In addition, that column should be protected by a

non-conductive, non-combustible cap- Some recent data by the British
Research Station on laminated timbei columns also indicates a minimum
dimension of 300 mm for a 1-hour rating which checks well with the 12 inch

found back in the 20 's-

Row 26 - Wood Girders

Suggested change--Minimum width of 8 inches on girders and beams-

Reason- -Knowing the charring rate of heavy timber and the load factor used,

these beams could be designed for any particular situation- Available
data and fire tests indicate a loss from each side of about -20 to 0-25

inches per 10 minutes; and about a 0-25 loss per 10 minutes from the bottom-

From this basis we feel that a minimum 8-inch width is needed for 1-hour
fire-resistive rating with the normally used load factors.

Row 27 - Wood Trusses

Suggested change- -Delete-

Reason--No data has ever been recorded to our knowledge to substantiate
this rating- The indicated charring rate mentioned above would preclude
the 4 by 6 member as a tension member on the underside of a truss being
able to act for 1 hour unless the load factor was ridiculously low-

Row 28 - Wood Floors

Suggest change of rating from 1- to 3/4-hour rating-

Reason--This construction is listed on page 4 of the Fire-Resistance Ratings
of Less Than 1 Hour published by NBFU- The fire-resistance ratings for both
of these constructions are given as 45 minutes.

11



Ind 51- 046 - Calculation Method

Comment--We believe that philosophically one should be able to employ
rational design for the fire resistance of structural members. However,
with the state of the art today this is not possible* We suggest that

this section be held in abeyance until sometime in the future when the

tools for structural analysis are available to accomplish this end.

To indicate some of the factors involved in rational design which can not
be elucidated at this time, we might mention:

1. Scaling factors are not well defined. Although modeling
techniques have been well developed for structural analysis
and thermal flow, they have not been completely verified
for fire exposure tests. Whether we can predict the behavior
of a 60- or 80-foot beam from a test on a 20-foot long
specimen has not been demonstrated.

2- Although some work has been done to study the effects of

restraint on the performance of beams, the problem of

translating this data into actual real buildings has not
yet been solved. The restraints provided by a heavy
rigid frame construction would be quite different than
those provided by light skeleton frame type of buildings.
The application and range of effectiveness of various
types of buildings in developing restraint can not be

calculated at this time.

3* The action of a continuous beam on column supports is not
clearly known* Although, one can make a very "neat"
analysis of the continuous beam as long as the supports
do not change in vertical elevation. The building fire
almost predicates some vertical movement of the beam
supports* We need to better develop our ability to

predict structural behavior such as the degree of

column shortening and elongation in a building fire
before we can employ rational analysis of the continuous
beam-

The above comments indicate why we feel that this section can not be

rationally used by the building official at this time and might be a

source of considerable confusion to him*

12



In addition, we have a few specific comments on section Ind 51* 046-

(l)(a) - Suggested change-- Appropriate research data and design criteria
to substantiate the method, interpreting between known informa-

tion, shall accompany the above material and shall include ....

Reason--We suggest that this be limited to interpolation and not extrap-
olation* The extrapolation of performance characteristics is not practical

or safe.

We also suggest that if this section be retained that the mode of structural
failure be required part of the information-

(l)(a)4. - We are wondering why data from any qualified laboratory
having research personnel, can not be acceptable*

Ind 51*047 - Openings in Fire Rated Construction

(l)(a)l. - Openings

Suggested change--Add sentence on end "Door assemblies protecting
openings on exitways shall have a minimum transmitted endpoint
of not more than 450 °F at the end of 30 minutes in the fire
exposure test*

"

Reason--The labeled fire door does not necessarily carry any restriction as

to temperature rise on the exposed surface. As a result, doors opening on

to exit stairways could have a temperature rise of over 1000° on the stair-
ways' side.

This represents an energy level in excess of 2-1/2 watts/sq cm or beyond
a tolerance level for people attempting to use the exitway. Some of the

code groups have seen fit to introduce this temperature criteria.

(l)(a)l.a. - Suggested change--For any door assembly require labeled doors
or acceptable test data from a laboratory.

Reason--Many 1-3/4-inch solid wood flush doors will not meet 30 minutes
fire endurance. Some, in fact, will go less than 20 minutes. There are
many ways to make a solid wood-core door- To guarantee that quality
wood-core doors are being used, it would be desirable to have a label or
at least have some test data showing the particular door assembly will
meet 30 minutes. The use of the label guarantees that the door will be
continued to be made in the way it was tested.
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(l)(a)l.a-4 - Suggested change--Change "3/4 inch at bottom" to read "3/8

inch at bottom edge of a single swing door and 1/4 inch at
the bottom of a pair of doors.

"

Reason--This is in accord with the recent revision of the UL Standard for
Fire Test of Door Assemblies (UL 10b).

(l)(a)l*a.5 - Suggested change--All fire doors shall be equipped with
either a self-closing or an automatic closing device-

Reason--We would suggest that all fire doors should be self-closing either
by themselves or by means of an automatic detector system- The term "where
required" indicates that there are fire doors which are not self-closing-

(1) (b) 1- - Openings

Suggested change- -Where openings are allowed in fire rated
walls they shall be protected with ....

Reason- -Window openings would not be allowed in 3-hour fire walls. This
change clarifies the wording to limit the window assemblies only to fire
rated walls where they are allowed.

(l)(d)l- - Suggested change--The label shall identify the time rating, and
temperature limitation when used, for fire door assemblies and
class of fire window assemblies.

Reason- -Refer to discussion of (l)(a)l- of Ind 51-047-

(1) (d) 3- - Suggested change--Labels shall be securely attached and permanent
in nature; and located to permit visual inspection-

Reason--Most fire inspectors find it quite desirable to have a label of

permanent nature so that the doors can be regularly checked as the building
is periodically inspected.

(l)(e)l- - Suggested change- -Openings around ducts, pipes, .... shall be

solidly filled with non-combustible material to preserve the

fire-resistive rating of the assembly penetrated.

Reason--Recent construction practices have tended to evade the intent of the

code by not providing for fire-resistive protection at the openings. This

has been done by building the floor system and indiscriminately drilling
holes through the floor construction to pass conduit and other types of

fittings through the construction* This has resulted in multiple heat-
conducting openings through the floor, and in many cases possible flame
and gas passage through the floor-

14



S urnma ry

The above comments represent the "state of the art" in fire protection to

the best of our knowledge- We have only commented on the data which the
State of Wisconsin has presented us; and have not attempted to add to or

modify their range and scope of topics.

I- Benjamin, Chief, Fire Research Section
L- Issen, Research Engineer
H- Shoub, General Engineer

September 1969

Attachments
Figure 1 - Times Required for Surface Temperatures to

Rise to 180 °F (Rise of 110 °F Above Ambient)
Table 2 - Typical Examples of Fire-Resistive Structural

Components

USCOMM-NBS-DC
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